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Facing difficulties in completing your education due to lack of funds? Your time to worry has come to
an end now! Student loans are readily available that can fund your education and you can earn your
much desired degree without any problem. However, student loan default is a serious problem that
the world is facing today. The crisis is really severe in USA. Candidates take student loans and then
do not repay back the loan on time. This makes the student loans in default. Till a time, the US
government did not pay much attention to the student loan default thing. But when the amount of
default crossed levels, the government was also bound to take strict steps regarding the same. After
that many people have taken the matter of student loan in default seriously and are repaying back
the loan on time.

In USA, there are two kinds of student loans that are most common. One is federal student loans
and the other is private student loans. There are chances of student loan default in both the
categories. However federal student loans in default are easier to tackle than private default student
loans. However, it is interesting to see that getting federal student loans is quite difficult. There are
many qualities and criteria that need to be satisfied to be eligible for a federal student loan.

On the other hand, private student loans are very easy to get. In fact banks, financial institutions and
other lending authorities are sitting there ready to give student loans. But the various rules and
regulations in private student loans are quite strict and on not paying the repayment on the
designated date can take the student loans in default immediately. In federal loans, it is much more
relaxed. Initially there is a delinquent period of 9 months and if the candidate can still not make the
loan repayment, only then will his loan be categorized under student loan default.

While taking student loans, one must understand all the terms and conditions and the various
clauses attached to the loans very carefully. This is particularly applicable for private student loans
as student loans in default in this category can be really dangerous. Student loan default if not
handled properly might lead to serious problems in future and might affect the professional,
economical, social and financial career of a person adversely. Expert assistance can also be sought
in grave crisis situations.
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Peter Paul is having good knowledge on a student loans in default . To know about a Student loan
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